
What happens 
during transgender 

voice therapy?

At CLASS, Inc. our speech
therapists have advanced
post-graduate training in

transgender voice therapy.  
You will enjoy our private,

comfortable therapy rooms
with gorgeous waterfront and
mountain views. We will begin

by conducting an acoustic
speech/voice evaluation to
measure your pitch range.

Next, our experienced speech
therapists will help you

identify your target
communication profile. Then,
using our trained ears, pitch
software and other feedback
tools, we teach you how to
attain a voice that you feel

represents your personality.

Your voice plays a distinct role
in embodying gender, and can

be a powerful tool defining
who you are and how people
view you. No matter where
you identify on the gender
spectrum – transfeminine,

transmasculine, gender non-
binary, gender non-

conforming, genderqueer,
other, the key to changing

your communication style is to
find the right combination of
speech, voice, and language

features that become
authentic to who you are and
an automatic way to speak.

 
 
 

CLASS, Inc.  We can help!
253.874.9300

Why should I
do transgender 
voice therapy?

""...Before my voice therapy, it was kind of
like the world didn't see me the way I
wanted to be seen, and now they do!"

 
"...I feel safer with my new
feminine voice, because not

everyone has positive opinions
about trans people.”

 

"...it’s sort of like a drama or theater class. 
After you get over the initial awkward curve,

you get use to making weird sounds on a 
weekly basis, and it becomes fun. 

And it’s a very positive 
and welcoming environment.”

 

"...it feels really amazing to have
 a feminine voice that is mine,”

 

"...My new voice has ultimately
been a place of 

empowerment for me."
 

"Transgender voice therapy
taught me how to showcase 

who I really am!"
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